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COURSE DESCRIPTION

❖English literature from Middle English

to the Romantic Period, emphasis overall

on the Elizabethan and the influences of

its literary achievements



TEXT

❖Selected works from The Norton

Anthology of English Literature by Abrams,

Donaldson, Smith, Adams, Monk, Lipking,

Ford, and Daiches



INSTRUCTOR

❖Anantachai Aeka

B.A. (English-Linguistics)

SWU Patoomwan



INSTRUCTOR

❖M.A. in Ed. (English with concentration on Renaissance

through Shakespeare; Modern and Contemporary; American 

Lit.) 

WESTERN CAROLINA, USA.



INSTRUCTOR

❖Cert. in Hotel Management 

Thames Valley University, UK

❖Cert. in Tourist Guide

Thammasat University

❖Cert. in Applied Computer

IBMC



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

❖Week I: Course introduction; background review 

❖Week II: Geoffrey Chaucer (ca. 1343-1400); The 

Canterbury Tales 

❖Week III: Sir Thomas More (1478-1535); Utopia 

❖Week IV: Edmund Spenser (1552-1599); The Shepherds 

Calendar 



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

❖Week V: Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593); The Passionate 

Shepherd to His Love 

❖Week VI: John Milton (1608-1674); When I Consider How 

My Light Is Spent 

❖Week VII: John Dryden (1631-1700); Annus Mirabilis 

(London Reborn) 

❖Week VIII: Mid term Week - No class 



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

❖Week IX: Alexander Pope (1688-1744); The Universal 

Prayer 

❖Week X: William Blake (1757-1827); To the Evening Star 

❖Week XI: Robert Burns (1759-1796); A Red, Red Roses 

❖Week XII: William Wordsworth (1770-1850); I Wandered 

Lonely as a Cloud 



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

❖Week XIII: Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834); 

Sonnet to the River Otter; The Eolian Harp; Final 

assignment 

❖Weeks XIV & XVII: Presentation on Shakespeare's 

works 



EVALUATION

❖Group presentation

20%

❖Group assignment on British author     20%

❖Presentation on Shakespeare's works 40% 

❖Final                                                        20%



GEOFFREY CHAUCER 

(CA. 1343-1400)



SIR THOMAS MORE 

(1478 – 1535)



EDMUND SPENSER 

(1552 – 1599)



CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE (1564 –

1593)



JOHN MILTON (1608 – 1674) 



JOHN DRYDEN (1631 – 1700)



ALEXANDER POPE 

(1688 – 1744) 



WILLIAM BLAKE 

(1757 – 1827)



ROBERT BURNS (1759-1796)



WILLIAM WORDSWORTH 

(1770 – 1850)



SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE (1772 

– 1834)



AUTHOR

❖Photo

❖Name

❖Family background

❖Education

❖Inspiration

❖Writing style

❖Famous works



The History of English 



The history of the English language really started

with the arrival of three Germanic tribes who

invaded Britain during the 5th century AD. These

tribes, the Angles, the Saxons and the Jutes,

crossed the North Sea from what today is

Denmark and northern Germany.



At that time the inhabitants of Britain spoke a Celtic

language. But most of the Celtic speakers were

pushed west and north by the invaders - mainly

into what is now Wales, Scotland and Ireland. The

Angles came from "Englaland" [sic] and their

language was called "Englisc" - from which the

words "England" and "English" are derived.



Germanic invaders entered Britain 

on the east and south coasts in the 

5th century



Old English (450-1100 AD)
The invading Germanic tribes spoke similar

languages, which in Britain developed into what

we now call Old English. Old English did not sound

or look like English today. Native English speakers

now would have great difficulty understanding Old

English. Nevertheless, about half of the most

commonly used words in Modern English have Old

English roots. The words be, strong and water, for

example, derive from Old English. Old English was

spoken until around 1100.



Part of Beowulf, a poem written in 

Old English (public domain)



Middle English (1100-1500)
 In 1066 William the Conqueror, the Duke of 

Normandy (part of modern France), invaded and 

conquered England. The new conquerors (called 

the Normans) brought with them a kind of French, 

which became the language of the Royal Court, 

and the ruling and business classes. 



For a period there was a kind of linguistic class 

division, where the lower classes spoke English 

and the upper classes spoke French. In the 14th 

century English became dominant in Britain again, 

but with many French words added. This language 

is called Middle English. It was the language of the 

great poet Chaucer (c1340-1400), but it would still 

be difficult for native English speakers to 

understand today.



An example of Middle English by 

Chaucer (public domain)



Modern English

Early Modern English (1500-1800)

Towards the end of Middle English, a sudden and

distinct change in pronunciation (the Great Vowel

Shift) started, with vowels being pronounced

shorter and shorter. From the 16th century the

British had contact with many peoples from around

the world.



This, and the Renaissance of Classical learning,
meant that many new words and phrases entered
the language. The invention of printing also meant
that there was now a common language in print.
Books became cheaper and more people learned
to read. Printing also brought standardization to
English. Spelling and grammar became fixed, and
the dialect of London, where most publishing
houses were, became the standard. In 1604 the
first English dictionary was published.



Lines from Hamlet, written in

Early Modern English by

Shakespeare (public domain)



Late Modern English (1800-

Present)

The main difference between Early Modern

English and Late Modern English is vocabulary.

Late Modern English has many more words,

arising from two principal factors: firstly, the

Industrial Revolution and technology created a

need for new words; secondly, the British Empire

at its height covered one quarter of the earth's

surface, and the English language adopted foreign

words from many countries.



English is a member of the

Germanic family of languages.

Germanic is a branch of the Indo-

European language family.



Literature 
Literature, a body of written works. The name has

traditionally been applied to those imaginative

works of poetry and prose distinguished by the

intentions of their authors and the perceived

aesthetic excellence of their execution. Literature

may be classified according to a variety of

systems, including language, national origin,

historical period, genre, and subject matter.



Definitions of the word literature tend to be circular.

The 11th edition of Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate

Dictionary considers literature to be “writings

having excellence of form or expression and

expressing ideas of permanent or universal

interest.”



The 19th-century critic Walter Pater referred to “the

matter of imaginative or artistic literature” as a

“transcript, not of mere fact, but of fact in its

infinitely varied forms.” But such definitions

assume that the reader already knows what

literature is.



And indeed its central meaning, at least, is clear

enough. Deriving from the Latin littera, “a letter of

the alphabet,” literature is first and foremost

humankind’s entire body of writing; after that it is

the body of writing belonging to a given language

or people; then it is individual pieces of writing.



GEOFFREY CHAUCER



KING EDWARD III 

(13 NOVEMBER 1312 – 21 JUNE 1377)

REIGN: 25 JANUARY 1327 – 21 JUNE 1377



PHILIPPA OF HAINAULT



CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL



CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL



SAINT THOMAS BECKET



THE CANTERBURY TALES



THE KNIGHT



Four main qualities of the Knight.

The first is the Knight’s love of ideals—

“chivalrie” (prowess), “trouthe” (fidelity),

“honour” (reputation), “freedom” (generosity),

and “curteisie” (refinement) (General Prologue,

45–46).



The second is the Knight’s impressive military career.
The Knight has fought in the Crusades, wars in which
Europeans traveled by sea to non-Christian lands and
attempted to convert whole cultures by the force of
their swords. By Chaucer’s time, the spirit for
conducting these wars was dying out, and they were
no longer undertaken as frequently. The Knight has
battled the Muslims in Egypt, Spain, and Turkey, and
the Russian Orthodox in Lithuania and Russia. He has
also fought in formal duels.



The third quality the narrator remembers about

the Knight is his meek, gentle, manner.

And the fourth is his “array,” or dress. The

Knight wears a tunic made of coarse cloth, and

his coat of mail is rust-stained, because he has

recently returned from an expedition.



THE SQUIRE



The Squire - The Knight’s son and

apprentice. The Squire is curly-haired,

youthfully handsome, and loves dancing
and courting.



ELIZABETHAN MALE WARDROBES



ELIZABETHAN WARDROBES



THE YEOMAN



THE YEOMAN GUARD



The Knight's Yeoman is described as dressed in

a green coat and hood with a bracer on his

arm. He has short hair, a brown face, wears a

Christopher medal and has a hunter's horn. He

has peacock arrows that are not droopy and a

bow. He also has a sword and a dagger.

Chaucer mentions that the Yeoman is maybe a
forester.



THE PRIORESS







The Prioress - Described as modest and

quiet, this Prioress (a nun who is head of

her convent) aspires to have exquisite

taste. Her table manners are dainty, she

knows French (though not the French of

the court), she dresses well, and she is
charitable and compassionate.



THE EUROPEAN KINGDOMS





THOMAS MORE



HENRY VIII



⚫In the Middle-Age Europe, a beard displayed a
knight's virility and honor. The Castilian knight El
Cid is described in The Lay of the Cid as "the one
with the flowery beard". Holding somebody else's
beard was a serious offence that had to be righted
in a duel.

CONCEPT OF BEARD



⚫While most noblemen and knights were bearded, the
Catholic clergy were generally required to be clean-
shaven. This was understood as a symbol of their
celibacy.

⚫ In pre-Islamic Arabia men would apparently keep
mustaches but shave the hair on their chins. The
prophet Muhammad encouraged his followers to do
the opposite, long chin hair but trimmed mustaches,
to signify their break with the old religion. This style
of beard subsequently spread along with Islam during
the Muslim expansion in the Middle Ages.

CONCEPT OF BEARD



MORE’S DEATH



MORE’S DEATH



EXECUTION



NOTRE  DAME CATHEDRAL



UTOPIA



MORE’S QUARTER IN ANTWERP



VESPUCCI’S MARINE ROUTE



VESPUCCI’S SHIP



VESPUCCI’S SHIP



VESPUCCI’S SHIP



SCYLLAS



CELAENOS



LESTRYGONIAN



CHINESE TROOP



AYUDDHA



TRADITIONAL THAI TROOP



TRADITIONAL THAI TROOP



MOHENJO DARO: Ancient City of 
the Indus Valley Civilization 



EDMUND SPENSER



THE SHEPHERD’S CALENDER



RHYME SCHEME

PIER       &         CUDDIE 

Cuddie, for shame hold up thy heavye head, 

And let us cast with what delight to chace, 

And weary thys long lingring Phoebus race. 

Whilome thou wont the shepheards laddes to 
leade, 

In rymes, in ridles, and in bydding base: 

Now they in thee, and thou in sleepe art dead. 



Piers, I have pyped erst so long with payne, 

That all mine Oten reedes bene rent and wore: 

And my poore Muse hath spent her spared store, 

Yet little good hath got, and much lesse gayne, 

Such pleasaunce makes the Grashopper so poore, 

And ligge so layd, when Winter doth her straine. 



PRAISED

• The poet’s poet

▫ The introduction of Spenserian stanza

▫ The application of fable, Greek’s gods and other 
forms of literary devices



NOTIFICATIONS

• Honor Queen Elizabeth I

• Satire the religion, in particular, Roman 
Catholic, being full of corruption

• The doubt on goodness

• The origin of “I’ll buy you a drink” etiquette

• Comedian became a serious artist



CHRISTOPHER 

MARLOWE



THE PASSIONATE SHEPHERD TO HIS 

LOVE

 Come live with me and be my love, 

 And we will all the pleasures prove, 

 That Valleys, groves, hills, and fields, 

 Woods, or steepy mountain yields. 

 And we will sit upon the Rocks, 

 Seeing the Shepherds feed their flocks, 

 By shallow Rivers to whose falls

 Melodious birds sing Madrigals. 





GROVE



STEEPY MOUNTAINS



SHALLOW RIVER



MELODIOUS BIRDS



POSIES



CAP OF FLOWERS



MYRTLE



SLIPPERS



STRAW BELT



IVY & HOLLY BUDS



CORAL



AMBER



TAMBURLAINE

 Tamburlaine recounts the brutal rise to power

and the mysterious end of the bloody 14th-

century Mongol conqueror of Central Asia and

India, Timur, or Tamburlaine; the prototype of

the warrior-king who goes almost mad for his

thirst of power and glory.

 Marlowe’s gifts are displayed in the verbal

virtuosity of his poetry to view his tragic hero

from several angles, revealing both the brutality

and the grandeur of the character.



TAMBURLAINE



THE JEW OF MALTA

• The Jew of Malta • In order to raise tribute

demanded by the Turks, the Christian governor

of Malta seizes half the property of all Jews

living on Malta. When Barabas, a wealthy Jewish

merchant, protests, his entire estate is

confiscated. Barabas seeks revenge on his

enemies so he plots their destruction, but, in the

end, he is betrayed and dies the death he had

planned for his enemies.



THE JEW OF MALTA



DOCTOR FAUSTUS

• Doctor Faustus • A German scholar and magician

dissatisfied with his studies of philosophy ,

medicine, law and theology, as he thinks he has

learned everything he can possibly know. He

turns to black magic and manages to evoke the

devil’s intermediary “(Mephistopheles) and

make a pact with him. He decides to sell his soul

in exchange for 24 years of knowledge and

power. Mephistopheles will be his servant

during this period. In the end, the devils come

and carry Faustus to hell, where he will be

eternally damned.



DOCTOR FAUSTUS



JOHN MILTON



WHEN I CONSIDER HOW MY LIGHT IS 

SPENT

When I consider how my light is spent,

Ere half my days in this dark world and wide,

And that one talent which is death to hide

Lodged with me useless, though my soul more 

bent

To serve therewith my Maker, and present

My true account, lest He returning chide;

“Doth God exact day-labor, light denied?”



I fondly ask. But Patience, to prevent

That murmur, soon replies, “God doth not need

Either man’s work or His own gifts. Who best

Bear His mild yoke, they serve Him best. His 

state

Is kingly: thousands at His bidding speed,

And post o’er land and ocean without rest;

They also serve who only stand and wait.”





JOHN DRYDEN



KING CHARLES II



KING CHARLES II RETURNED TO 

ENGLAND



CIVIL WAR III



ANNUS MIRABILIS



THE GREAT FIRE OF LONDON



BUBONIC PLAGUE



THE PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN



THE PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN



CIVIL WAR



TRADE 



LONDON FERRY



EARLY TRAIN



ALEXANDER POPE



THE UNIVERSAL PRAYER









ROBERT BURNS



































SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE



THE EOLIAN HARP



THE EOLIAN HARP



THE EOLIAN HARP



THE EOLIAN HARP



THE EOLIAN HARP



HARP



PRINCE JUDHADHUT



Shakespeare’s assignment 
(40 points)



⚫Members: 1.  ……………………………….
⚫ 2.  ……………………………….
⚫ 3.  ……………………………….



(Title) The Merry Wives of  
Windsor



Main characters:

⚫Mistress Ford - A resident 
of Windsor, Mistress Ford 
is married to Ford and is a 
friend of Mistress Page. 
⚫Mistress Page - A resident 
of Windsor, Mistress Page is 
married to Page and is a 
friend of Mistress Ford. 



Plot:

⚫Justice Shallow, Master 
Slender, and Sir Hugh 
Evans enter, discussing 
Shallow's anger at Sir John 
Falstaff. Evans changes the 
topic to the young Anne 
Page, whom he would like 
to see Slender marry. …..



Findings / outstanding points:

……………………………………..



Big words / Quotations:

⚫“Love like a shadow flies when 
substance love pursues
Pursuing that that flies, and  
flying  what pursues.” 

⚫“Come, gentlemen, I hope we 
shall drink down all 
unkindness.” 



Shakespeare’s works (plays)
⚫1. The Taming of the 

Shrew
⚫2. A Midsummer’ Night’s 

Dream
⚫3. The Merchant of Venice
⚫4. As You Like It
⚫5.   Romeo and Juliet



⚫6. Julius Caesar
⚫7. Hamlet, the Prince of 

Denmark
⚫8. Othello, the Moor of 

Venice
⚫9. King Lear
⚫10. Macbeth


